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            FLOOR PRIZE WHEELS
            SEE ALL
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The Prize Wheel can be easily customized with your prizes and logo.
Our downloadable templates make this easy and fun.


            VIEW TEMPLATES
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            Prize Wheels are available in table and floor models. Choose from 14" to 40" Prize Wheels.
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The Prize Wheel will draw a crowd to your next event. Players will line up to spin the Prize Wheel.
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                Lock & Key Game (Treasure Chest Game)
            

            
                
                    
                
                ADD TO CART
                

                
                    $85.46
                    $69.99
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                Floor & Table Prize Wheel (12 to 24 Slot)
            

            
                
                    
                
                ADD TO CART
                

                
                    $499.00
                    $369.99
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                Mini Clicker Prize Wheel
            

            
                
                    
                
                ADD TO CART
                

                
                    $351.75
                    $294.99
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                Black Prize Drop with Three Pucks
            

            
                
                    
                
                ADD TO CART
                

                
                    $425.00
                    $319.99
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               "The responsiveness [Customer Support] provided was outstanding. In a world where so much can go wrong and where so many just don't care, it was very refreshing to work with [PrizeWheel.com]. I told everyone at the tradeshow if they need to buy anything, they should go through your company and I'll vouch for the fact that they do back their products."
-- L. Haydu (Phoenix, Arizona)
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               "Everyone just adores these Prize Wheels -- our Boston team used theirs at an event this past Wednesday and said it was such a popular attraction that they wound up running out of prizes to give away!"
-- H. Silva (San Francisco, California)
               

               

               

               
               Read more
               

               

               
               ABOUT PRIZEWHEEL.COM

               Prize Wheels, Prize Drops ("Plinko"), and the Lock & Key Game can be found here at PrizeWheel.com.

               We have been selling business-building games since 2005 that allow you to increase your company's bottom line.

               Here are just a few places that our clients have used our games...

Trade Shows, Expos, Festivals, Banks and Credit Unions, Supermarkets and Grocery Stores, Fitness Clubs and Gyms, Colleges and Schools, Churches, Nonprofit Organizations, Insurance Agencies, Restaurants and Sports Bars, Trivia Games, Radio and TV Stations, Cosmetic and Beauty Parties, Retail Stores, Sports Teams, Employee Appreciation
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